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Summary

Anisotropic processing is performed on a 4C dataset to
determine whether it can improve the original converted
wave stack. This is achieved by firstly processing the P-P
wave for estimates of Vnmo and an additional parameter η
which indicates the presence of anisotropy. The converted
wave processing is then achieved by adapting the isotropic
double-square-root (DSR) equation for P-S move-out. The
ratio of the RMS velocities for P and S wave is estimated
as the semblance parameter. The final P-S section has a
better quality than the one provided by the contractor,
although the technique remains limited by the extent to
which a correlation can be defined between the P-S section
and P-P section. The anisotropic DSR equation is also
applied to the data. By using the relation ε=2δ followed by
a double scanning over σ and γn, γ0 can be estimated. This
analysis reveals the presence of a TIV anisotropy of up to
25%. Finally, the analytically derived γ0 serves as a guide
to determine a correlation between the P-P and P-S section.

Introduction

With the recent use of four component Ocean Bottom
Seismic data, converted wave (P-S) seismic sections can be
obtained. Combined P-P and converted wave analysis
increases confidence in interpretation and provides
information about rock properties. This is why the
processing of converted shear waves has become a key
issue for oil companies. Due to the asymmetric path of the
converted wave, processing is much more difficult than for
the single mode P-wave. Early work was initiated by
Tessmer and Behle 1988 who gave the basic ideas of this
processing, for which a key step is the position of the
conversion point. Unlike the P-wave with the mid-point
defined only by the acquisition geometry, the position of
this reflection depends on the depth and the model. Here,
the methods of Li and Yuan (1999a) are used to process a
4C 2D line provided by Elf Exploration Production.

Characteristics of the data

The 4C 2D line was acquired offshore West Africa, in a
water depth of approximately 30m. A cable of 4150m in
length with 84 receiver groups and a spacing of 50m was
used. The shot line was composed of 490 shot points with a
spacing of 25m. To obtain the line which is 12 km long,
three legs were shot. Figure 1 displays a typical receiver

gather for the line after application of an AGC. On the
three components, some ‘low velocity’ arrivals can be seen
which are possible ground roll and guided waves events.
Moreover, on the beginning of the seismogram, some linear
events are visible which are probably the direct waves and
its multiples, together with guided waves. The few reflected
events are clearly visible between 3750 ms and 3000 ms at
zero offset.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Typical receiver gather. (a) inline component, (b)
crossline component and (c) vertical component.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Typical receiver gather after pre-processing. (a) inline
horizontal component, (b) vertical component.
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On the vertical component, the P-waves are difficult to see.
To enhance the data, they were preprocessed using a linear
move-out and an F-K filter, and most of the unwanted
events muted. A surface consistent deconvolution was
finally applied to the data. This method was used for both
the in-line and vertical components (Figure 2). On the
vertical component it is now possible to see the P-wave
events (Figure 2b), although for both components the
bandwidth is small. The frequency of the in-line is around
10Hz, and is 40 Hz for the vertical component.

Processing of the vertical component

Before doing any processing on the horizontal component,
the vertical component must be considered. The aim here is
to extract the P-wave information necessary to then process
the converted P-S wave. At first, processing was performed
using the hyperbolic move-out equation. However, the far
offsets are not corrected mainly due to the presence of
anisotropy together with vertical inhomogeneities.
Afterwards, a new velocity analysis was performed using
the equation of Alkhalifah and Tsvankin (1995), which
includes the long spread behavior for anisotropy. This
equation introduces a new term in moveout equation,
depending on an additional parameter η. To obtain Vnmo

and η, a double scanning was performed on the both
parameters. The choice of these values was realized on the
time-slice of 3D semblance. The application of this move-
out gives good results. The parameter η can reach up to
0.15 in our data. Due to the quality of the vertical
component, the small traveltime distortions can lead an
error up to 80% on η (Grechka and Tsvankin 1998).
However, Vnmo is better constrained than η.

Isotropic processing of the converted wave

The main difference between P-P and P-S arrivals is the
asymmetric raypath for the converted wave. That is why, a
new binning must be performed. Different methods of
Common Converted Point (CCP) binning have been
developed in the past few years (for example, Tessmer and
Behles 1988, Zhang 1992). Two techniques have emerged :
- the asymptotic approximation which is a simple

approximation for (x (the offset)<< z (the depth). This
method causes mis-positioning of conversion points
and loss of spatial resolution.

- the depth dependent CCP binning. This method
defines where the conversion occurs for a given depth.

Following Li and Yuan (1999a), the depth dependent
method given by Zhang (1996) is to be used. It is a
numerical approach using an iterative equation,
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where γ is the velocity ratio VP/VS, xP is the offset source-
conversion point, and z is the depth. In the same way as for
P-wave, we perform a velocity analysis for the CCP
binning. An equation for the P-S time with offset is given
by Zhang (1996).
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The main points of this equation are that it is not a
hyperbolic equation, which means a more appropriate
move-out correction for the far offset, and also that the γ
field is obtained.

Application of the non-hyperbolic approach

Before going further into the processing, we have to see if
the data are really converted waves. There are two ways :
(a) the statics: the source statics are slightly smaller than
the receiver statics, a characteristic of P-S waves.
(b) the normal-move-out correction. After CCP binning,
the hyperbolic move-out does not correct the far offsets
whereas the non-hyperbolic move-out (2) does. This last
clue proves that the data on the horizontal component are
P-S waves. Figure 4 shows the data processing flow chart
for both the vertical and horizontal component. A velocity
analysis was performed on the pre-processed data using (2)
(Figure 3). The first CCP binning was obtained using the
asymptotic equation. With the first γ field, a depth-
dependent CCP binning was then performed. The velocity
analysis and the CCP binning were used until the γ field
was internally constant. This was achieved after three
iterations. Processing was performed separately between
the positive and negative offsets due their different
behavior. Some reasons for this behavior have been cited
by Thomsen (1998). After move-out correction, a stack was
performed (Figure 5). A correlation between the PS section
and the P section is possible which enables computation of
a γ0 (vertical velocity ratio) field.

Anisotropic processing of the converted wave

We are dealing now with a TIV medium which means five
elastics parameters. Fortunately, only four of them have an
influence on the P, S and PS wave propagation. The Taylor
series expansion and its more accurate truncation term have
been widely used to express the PS travel time in the
presence of polar anisotropy (Seriff and Sriram 1991,
Tsvankin and Thomsen 1994, Thomsen 1998). An
alternative approach is used by Li and Yuan (1999b)
extending the idea of Zhang (1996) to an anisotropic
medium. This introduces a new CCP binning formula.
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Application of the anisotropic approach to field data

From the four parameters VPnmo, η, γ0, γn defined in Li and
Yuan (1999b), only two are known by using the processing
of the P-wave. A double scanning can be performed to
estimate γ0, γn. However, the σ result, -0.79, was not
appropriate. The principal reason is the magnitude of η. It
is then not used here. To achieve the anisotropic analysis, a
double scan over Thomsen’s σ (Thomsen 1986) and γn is
used. There are two ways to estimate the final unknown
parameter γ0 :
(a) using the correlation between the P wave section and
the P-S wave section.
(b) assuming its value by giving a relation between ε and δ.
Here, ε=2δ is used following Berthet (1998).
One prominent event on the CCP 1000 for the P-S time of
3600ms was used to apply these methods. Using the γ0 field
obtained on the final stage of the isotropic processing, a
double scanning over σ and γn is accomplished. The σ
solution has a negative value. As the sign of σ and η is
identical and η is positive, this solution is not acceptable.
Using the assumption ε=2δ, the double scanning over σ
and γn gave us three solutions. A solution with a negative σ
is found which is rejected for the same reason as before.
The solution with the best correction to the gather was
chosen. A better way to discriminate the two solutions
would be to use as a constraint in the depth of the events.
The final solution for the chosen event is γ0=3.17, γn=2.35,
σ=0.49 and VPn=2km/s which leads VSn=0.842km/s,
ε=0.098 and δ=0.049. This processing was applied to all
the CCPs and a γ0 field and a γn field were computed. A γ
of up to 25% was reached. Using γ0, a correlation between
the P-S section and the P section is possible. This
correlation was achieved around the CCP 1000 and the
pick was interpolated following the horizons (Figures 5 and
6). The result is acceptable except for the time bigger than
4000ms. It appears to be a good guide to the correlation of
the P wave section and P-S section.

Conclusions

We achieve a complete processing of the converted shear-
wave with a P-S wave section as a result. This section has a
better quality than the section provided by the contractor.
To achieve it, the preprocessing was performed very
carefully, as the raw data were noisy and with a low
quality. A velocity ratio field was computed. A straight
forward correlation between the two sections is often
difficult. An anisotropic analysis of the data was also
performed. The best way to obtain this information is to
perform a double scanning over σ and γn . It shows the
presence of a TIV anisotropy up to 25%. When the
correlation P events and P-S events is difficult, the use of γ0

is hazardous. Consequently, in our data, the γ0 field
obtained by the correlation of the two sections did not give
suitable result. By using a relation between ε and δ, γ0 was
then estimated, providing a useful guide to correlation of
the two sections.
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Figure 3 : Velocity ratio analysis on a CCP gather Figure 4 : Processing flowchart

Figure 5 : Final P-S section

Figure 6 : Final P-P section
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